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 Di Grazia Holds CIC3* Lead At Woodside 

International Horse Trials  
 

Woodside, Calif., Oct. 3, 2014 — Bea di Grazia and Lad’s Night 
Out will be the pair to catch on Saturday in the featured CIC3* at the 
Woodside International Horse Trials. With a score of 47.5, they’re 
holding first place over Bonner Carpenter on Basco (48.7) and James 
Alliston on Tivoli (51.3). 

The CIC3* is a member event of the 2014 PRO Series Tour. 
Di Grazia, of Carmel Valley, Calif., and Lad’s Night Out, 14, 

grabbed first place in dressage, scoring 46.5 penalties from two 
international judges, and then added only 1 time fault over the show 
jumping course. Carpenter, of Dallas, Texas, and Basco, 8, placed 
second in dressage and then also added 1 time penalty. Alliston, of 
Castro Valley, Calif., placed third and then jumped one of the 
division’s three faultless rounds.  

“I was very pleased with him,” said di Grazia with 
understatement. She imported Lad’s Night Out from Ireland at age 6, 
sold him to a teenage rider, and then bought him back.  

For Saturday’s decisive cross-country phase, di Grazia has a 
lead of only .8 penalties, meaning she must finish 1 second faster than 
Carpenter to stay on top, since every second slower than the 
optimum time is penalized by .4 penalties. And Carpenter must 
finish 6 seconds faster than Alliston to stay ahead of him.  

Di Grazia, who’ll be riding over a cross-country course 
designed by her husband, Derek, said that maintaining her lead will 
not be her highest priority on Saturday, though. “I’m not going to do 
anything about the time. I’m not even going to wear a watch. I’m 
going to be accurate and correct at all the jumps and see how fast we 
end up. And it’s going to be really hot tomorrow, so I’m not going to 
do anything silly,” she said. 

With the temperature today reaching an unseasonably high 93 
degrees, and tomorrow’s forecast predicting a high of 92 degrees, the 
ground jury has moved the start time for the CIC3* to 10:20 a.m., 



finishing at 11:00 a.m. The CIC1* will now go cross-country starting 
at 1:20 p.m., and the CIC2* will stay at its scheduled time of 11:25 
a.m. 
 Lauren Billys, of Sanger, Calif., took three shots at Sarah 
Kotchian DuBost’s’s shown jumping course this afternoon, and her 
results got better with each round. In the CIC1*, dressage leader 
Jitterbug was eliminated after two refusals in the triple combination, 
and in the CIC2* both Ballingowan Ginger and Castle Larchfield 
Purdy jumped faultlessly.  
 That faultless round put Billys and Castle Larchfield Purdy in 
first place (52.2), ahead of Ballingowan Ginger, who’s tied for second 
with dressage leader Gustav and James Atkinson (56.8), who lowered 
two rails.   
 Billys said the key to achieving her perfect rounds was “staying 
calm and remembering which horse I was on. They’re all very 
different.” 
 Castle Larchfield Purdy is an experienced horse but a new 
mount for Billys, who rides representing Puerto Rico. She purchased 
the 12-year-old Irish-bred in May, and this is her first international 
event with him, although he’d previously completed a CCI3* in 
England. She’s been riding Ballingowan Ginger, 12, since 2007 and 
finished second with the Irish-bred mare in the 2013 Woodside 
CIC3*. 
 “This year has been a few ups and downs with Ginger, and 
next year will be focused on qualifying for Olympics, so I wanted to 
take this event to make sure we’re ready for next year,” she said, 
explaining why Ballingowan Ginger was competing at a level lower 
than last year. 
 Castle Larchfield Purdy has a 12-second lead, but, like di 
Grazia, Billys said time is not her primary concern.  
 “He’s such a new horse for me that I just want to go out there 
and have an accurate ride. But he has such a huge step that the time 
might not be a big problem,” she said. 
 Billys will ride Ballingowan Ginger before Castle Larchfield 
Purdy, so she thinks that will give her an advantage. “I should have 
an idea of how hard it is to make the time, even though her stride is 
about half as big as his,” she said with a smile.  
 Frankie Thieriot, of Occidental, Calif., moved into first place in 
the CIC1* after Chatwin lowered one rail, to give her a two-phase 
total of 43.7.  Asia Vedder stands second on Gaelic Wealth (47.1), 
with Ruth Bley third on Rodrigue Du Granit (47.5).  



 Chatwin, 6, is competing in his first international competition, 
and Thieriot said that how fast she goes on cross-country will depend 
on how confident the warmblood gelding is feeling when she starts.  

“The most important thing is to cement our partnership and to 
ride the course in a rhythm that does that, whether we finish first or 
second or eighth,” said Thieriot. “I think he’s going to be a big-time 
horse, and the most important thing about this weekend is to get him 
ready for the CCI1* at Galway Downs next month.” 

She added, “I think Derek has done a great job on the course, 
and the second water complex is really hard.”  

The CIC winners will receive their prizes at an awards dinner 
open to friends and fans on Saturday night, complete with music and 
more.  

This year the Woodside International Horse Trials are also 
hosting the 2014 USEA Area VI Championships. Riders who live in 
California and who’ve qualified for the championships throughout 
the year will be competing in championship classes at the 
preliminary, training, novice and beginner novice levels, from Friday 
through Sunday.  

The Woodside International Horse Trials will continue on 
Sunday with both show jumping and cross-country for the national 
divisions. 

General admission is $10 per person, which includes parking 
and a show program. General admission tickets can be purchased at 
the gate or in advance. Go to http://www.events.org/cpage.aspx?e=63798 to 
order tickets in advance. 

CWD, Devoucoux, Equine Insurance of California and the 
Professional Riders Organization are the presenting sponsors of this 
year’s Woodside International Horse Trials.  

Sunsprite Warmbloods  is the Gold Medal Sponsor. 
 JRD Saddles, SmartPak Equine and Voltaire Design are the 

Silver Medal Sponsors. 
Auburn Laboratories Inc., Finish Line Horse Products, 

Geranium Street Floral, Point Two Air Jackets and Ride On Video are 
the Bronze Medal Sponsors. 

American Medical Response, CANTER, 
EventingTrainingOnline.com, Steinbeck Equine Clinic and Triple 
Crown Feed  are Friend Sponsors. 

For full competition information, go to 
www.woodsideeventing.com.  

To learn more about eventing, visit the U.S. Eventing 
Association’s website (www.useventing.com). 
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